MAKE MASTERPIECES OUT OF NIGHTMARES IN RECORD TIME™

ULTRA WASH® Shampoo
- Protein enriched with special hydrating conditioners that nourish coat
- Highly recommended for double coated breeds, safe for any coat type
- Features Coat Release Technology™ to free shedding and reduce brushing time
- Low suds and quick rinsing
- Hypoallergenic and soap free
- Works in conjunction with our Ultra Plenish conditioner and Ultra Vitalizing Mist spray

(Upto 3:1 dilution for de-tangling, otherwise up to 10:1)
Available sizes: 12 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

ULTRA WASH® TOO Professional Shampoo Concentrate
- For use with professional re-circulating bathing pump systems
- Make your bathing system a dematting machine with our Coat Release Technology™
- Increase efficiency with minimal foam build up to save on time, water and product
- Same quick-rinse, brush-out and blow-out benefits as our original Ultra Wash
- Works in conjunction with our Ultra Plenish conditioner and Ultra Vitalizing Mist spray

(Simply dilute 0.5 oz. to 2 oz. Per gallon in your bathing tub – works out to 64:1 up to 256:1 in your tub!) 
Available sizes: 12 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

ULTRA “Dirty” WASH™ Shampoo – No more filthy greasy animals
- Professional strength and degrease
- Deodorize, deep clean and shine
- Adds texture with fabulous sudsing and quick rinse
- "Agree" musk fragrance
- Works in conjunction with our Ultra Plenish conditioner and Ultra Vitalizing Mist spray

(Safely dilutes up to 24:1)
Available sizes: 16 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

LEMON-AID™ Oatmeal Shampoo
- Features a unique blend of gentle cleansers, oatmeal protein and jojoba oil for superior coat and skin conditioning
- Soothes dry skin and fights dandruff while enhancing elasticity and moisture retention
- Creates an especially deep rich shine for darker coats
- Highly recommended for drop coats and smooth coats
- Works in conjunction with our Ultra Plenish conditioner and Ultra Vitalizing Mist spray

(Upto 14:1 dilution)
Available sizes: 16 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon
Let Best Shot’s 3-Step system work for you!

Minimize Pulling and Coat Damage!
Together our 3-Step will release shedding undercoat, wrestle mats & tangles, rid static, reduce shedding and so much more. As for appearance, you’ll be thrilled with the results!

Eliminate Pre-Bath Brushing!
Using Best Shot’s 3-Step safely releases more shedding undercoat as you bathe, enabling your High Velocity Dryer to virtually replace all the brush-out!

Save Time and Effort with Every Pet You Bathe!

Step 2

ULTRA PLENISH® Conditioner
- Provides custom conditioning where it is needed most
- Protein enriched with silk amino acids for body and shine
- Features Coat Release Technology™ to further free shedding undercoat and mats
- Works together with any Best Shot shampoo and Mist spray to reduce tangles, mats and static (1:1 dilution for de-tangling, otherwise up to 5:1)
- Available sizes: 12 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

ULTRA “Dirty” PLENISH® Conditioner
- Use together with Ultra “DIRTY” Wash for dingy grubby messes!
- Like the “original” Plenish conditioner, but finished with our “Agree” Musk scent
- Refresh, deodorize and degrease oily skin
- Works with any Best Shot shampoo and Ultra Vitalizing Mist (Step 3) to wrestle tangles, mats and static (Dilutes 3:1 for matted coats, otherwise up to 7:1)
- Available sizes: 16 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

Step 3

ULTRA VITALIZING MIST® Detangler and Finishing Spray
- Loosens mats, frees tangles, rids static and speeds drying time
- This spray-in leave-in hydrating conditioner will shine and repel dirt
- Features Coat Release Technology™
- Use for de-shedding and apply before force drying to release more undercoat
- Great for routine brushing and in-between baths
- Alcohol free and hypoallergenic
- Works together with any Best Shot shampoo and conditioner
- (Ready to use)
- Available sizes: 16 oz., 32 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

“I was skeptical, so I waited to try it on a Collie who visits my salon, except that day he was a matted mess! I put him straight into the tub, I couldn’t believe the amount of hair released during the bath and with my force dryer. Afterwards, he brushed out easily! Best Shot saved the day!”
Botanical Body Splash Sprays
refresh • deodorize • detangle
- Personalize you and your pet’s grooming experience with Scentament Spa’s complete offering of spa-inspired essences
- Rid static and detangle
- Ease brushing and combing time
- Organic chamomile, ginseng, rosemary, rose hips & sage extracts

21 Assorted Fragrances:
- (lavender aloe, cucumber melon, lemon vanilla, fresh apple lily, soft mimosa nectar, baby powder, mandarin jasmine honey, exotic island, tropical breeze, mango maui, hot toddy, harvest apple, berry amaretto, sweet pea, ruby red grapefruit, peppermint spearmint, pina colada, apricot lily, warm vanilla sugar, wild orchid vanilla, cinnamon spice)

Available in 8 oz. spray size

Caressing Puppy Wash Collection

NEW Sweet Pea

NEW Wild Orchid Vanilla

Mandarin Jasmine Honey

PUPPY WASH
gently cleanse • calm • deodorize
- Tearless
- Hypoallergenic
- Calming aromatherapy
- Certified organic rose hips oil
- Silk protein and vitamin enriched
(Dilutes up to 10:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

PUPPY WASH
(Dilutes up to 10:1)
16 oz. and gallon

PUPPY CONDITIONER
calm • soften • caress
- Soften and shine
- Rid static and detangle
- Hypoallergenic
- Certified organic rose hips oil
- Silk protein and vitamin enriched
(Dilutes up to 6:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

PUPPY CONDITIONER
(Dilutes up to 6:1)
16 oz. and gallon

Baby Powder

Oatmeal Body Wash Collection

NEW Lemon Vanilla Jojoba

OATMEAL BODY WASH
cleanse • comfort • relax
- Gentle cleansing for sensitive & dry skin
- Naturally soap free
- Certified organic jojoba oil
- Oatmeal & silk proteins and vitamin enriched
- Hypoallergenic
(Dilutes up to 10:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

OATMEAL CONDITIONER
comfort • soothe • relax
- Soothes and hydrates skin & coat
- Calming aromatherapy
- Certified organic jojoba oil
- Oatmeal & silk proteins and vitamin enriched
- Hypoallergenic
(Dilutes up to 6:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon
refresh, deodorize and detangle

The Scentament Spa Collection features luxurious facials, body washes, conditioners and body splash sprays that are fabulous for you and your pet. Made with certified organic aloe vera and essential oils.

Caressing Body Wash Collection

**CARESSING BODY WASH**
- cleanse • clarify • renew
  - Deep clean & detoxify
  - Nourish & hydrate
  - Certified organic grape seed oil
  - Silk protein and vitamin enriched
  - Hypoallergenic

(Dilutes up to 10:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

**FORTIFYING CONDITIONER**
- nourish • moisturize • detangle
  - Revitalize and shine
  - Deep cortex conditioning
  - Certified organic grape seed oil
  - Silk protein and vitamin enriched
  - Hypoallergenic

(Dilutes up to 6:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

Fresh Apple Lily

Cucumber Melon

Soft Mimosa Nectar

Calming Body Wash Collection

**CALMING BODY WASH**
- cleanse • calm • renew
  - Nourish and hydrate
  - Calming and relaxing
  - Protein and vitamin enriched
  - Certified organic lavender oil
  - Hypoallergenic

(Dilutes up to 10:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

**CALMING CONDITIONER**
- nourish • moisturize • detangle
  - Revitalize and shine
  - Calming and soothing
  - Certified organic lavender oil
  - Silk protein and vitamin enriched
  - Hypoallergenic

(Dilutes up to 6:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon

Lavender Aloe

Facial & Body Wash

(Dilutes up to 10:1) Sizes: 16 oz. and gallon
- Tearless, mindful blends for faces
- Hypoallergenic fragrances
- Use it all over!

Put on a Happy Face

Available in 6 Scents

- Fall and Winter
- Spring and Summer

Choose from Hot Toddy, Berry Amaretto, Harvest Apple, Tropical Breeze, Exotic Island, and Mango Maui
For Pet, Home and Family
STAIN & ODOR RELIEF

MAXIMUM STRENGTH
DEEP ACTION FORMULA

DIRTY JOBS DONE RIGHT™

TRY THEM TOGETHER

DEODORIZING SPRAY, SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER
FOR ANIMALS, HOME AND FAMILY

Spray Available in 4 oz., 16 oz., 32 oz. // Shampoo and Conditioner available in 16 oz., gallon, 2.5 gallon
- Eliminates foul odors without masking once and for all!
- Refreshes and deodorizes coat and skin
- De-skunk permanently
- Safe for direct use on dogs, cats and horses
- Fabric safe to use throughout the home and car too!
- Puppy and kitten safe
- Skunk odor • Musty odors • Urine odors • Anal glands • Cigarette smoke
- Litter boxes/diaper pails • Much more!

DRY CLEAN SPRAY
FOR ANIMALS
Available in 16 oz., 32 oz., gallon, 2.5 gallon
- No rinse spray wash for pets
- Wrestles tough stains and grime
- Refreshes coat and skin
- Safe for dogs, cats and horses
- Puppy and kitten safe
- Safely cleans and lifts dirt without bathing
- Grass/blood stains • Tear stains • Much more!

WHITENING SHAMPOO
FOR ANIMALS
Available in 16 oz., gallon, 2.5 gallon
- Cleans, whitens and brightens
- Refreshes coat and skin
- Safe for dogs, cats and horses
- Will not turn coat blue
- Puppy and kitten safe
- Whitens whites • Brightens any color • Fecal/urine stains
- Grime and grass • Dried blood • Much more!
**UltraMAX CONDITIONER**
Technically advanced hydrating conditioners penetrate the cortex and close the cuticle. Extra coat release for excessive shedding, thick undercoat, or long drop coats requiring desired slip and flow. Recommended for damaged hair.

Available in 17 oz. and 1.1 gallon

**UltraMAX FINISHING SPRAY**
Ethanol free. Offers superior sheen, coat strengthening, and detangling. It protects hair from heat and styling products, hydrates coat, soothes skin, eliminates static, and speeds drying time.

Available in 17 oz., 34 oz., and 1.1 gallon sizes

**UltraMAX CLARIFYING TREATMENT**
Clarifying shampoo removes build-up from waxes, oils, resins, conditioners, hair sprays, and gels. Effectively washes out chalks and old-school silicones. Rids hard water mineral deposits, salts, chlorine, and chemical build-up from swimming.

Available in 17 oz. and 1.1 gallon

**UltraMAX 50:1 SHAMPOO**
4 products in 1 bottle! Dilute to preference specifically for the task at hand. General Purpose cleaning up to 50:1, Coarse Coats up to 30:1, Deep Cleaning up to 15:1, Degreaser 1:1.

Available in 17 oz. and 1.1 gallon

---

**NEW ADDITIONS**

**UltraMAX Hair Hold Sculpting Spray**
- Safe for All Hair Types
- Lasting Natural-looking Hold
- Fast Drying, Non-tacky
- Use for Sculpting and Styling
- Washes out easily

An environmentally friendly non-aerosol spray. Spray onto finished pet style for a flexible natural hold appearance. Apply more or less to dial-in the desired hold effect.

Ready-to-use 8 oz. spray

**UltraMAX 'the MAXX' Miracle Detangler Concentrate**
- Not your Grandma’s stuff!
- For challenging Mats and Tangles
- Extend Manageability and Shine
- Achieve Optimal Coat Performance
- Non-toxic and Hypoallergenic
- Use as a spray or shampoo additive
- Safe for recirculating bathing pumps

Restores elasticity and tensile strength to every hair fiber. Repels dirt, dust, urine, and other damaging coat pollutants. Water soluble -- use it as a final rinse for Stunning Results!

8.5 oz. concentrate

---

[UltraMAXPro.com]
Antiseptic healing agents including aloe vera gel, eucalyptus oil, camphor, chamomile extract and wintergreen are formulated into our remedies.

**M.E.D. Herbal Shampoo**  
Available sizes: 12 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon
- Stops the itch cycle on contact and aids in healthy hair growth
- Excellent for skin allergies, eczema, bug bites, sunburn, clipper irritation, hot spots and more
- While typical medicated shampoos can leave the coat dull, M.E.D. leaves the coat refreshed with a stunning sheen and gets to work on skin problems
- Our Coat Release™ formula easily removes dead hair while maintaining skin health

**M.E.D. Chlorhexidine Shampoo**  
Available sizes: 12 oz. and gallon
- Antimicrobial Skin Cleanser with 3% Chlorhexidine Gluconate
- Effectively fights stubborn skin conditions associated with bacteria, yeast and other microorganisms
- Moisturizing and mild for routine baths
- Safe for dogs, cats, horses and puppies, kittens and foals
- Leaves coats looking fabulous!

**M.E.D. Ear Cleaning Treatment**
- Cleans ear canals, dissolves wax and yeast buildup
- Soothes itchy ears and eliminates smelly odor fast
- Provides anti-inflammatory and anti-fungal benefits when used regularly
- Will not burn ears or dry skin

(Ready to use)  
Available sizes: 4 oz., 12 oz., gallon

**M.E.D. Healing Topical Spray**
- Stops the itch cycle on contact and promotes the healing process
- Great for hot spots, bug bites, sunburn, clipper irritation, itchy tail, minor skin irritations and more
- Soothes and cools
- Alcohol free

(Ready to use)  
Available sizes: 12 oz., 32 oz

**M.E.D. Rain Rot Treatment**
- An antiseptic herbal treatment for the natural healing of skin infections on horses
- Treats Rain Rot, Rain Scald, Mud Fever, Ringworm and more!
- Anti-fungal and anti-inflammatory

(Ready to use)  
Available sizes: 16 oz., 32 oz., gallon
Equine & Livestock Collection

EQUINE ULTRA WASH® Shampoo
- Protein enriched with gentle cleansers, oatmeal and jojoba oil
- Conditions and moisturizes while releasing dead hair
- Cleans and conditions both the skin and coat for a healthier horse
- Peppermint and spearmint oils act as a natural antiseptic and deodorizer to refreshen down to the skin
- Quick rinsing, low foaming and can be used in most spray applicators
(up to 14:1 dilution)
Available sizes: 4 oz., 16 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

EQUINE ULTRA PLENISH® Conditioner
- Contains advanced silk proteins, moisturizers and emollients
- Provides fantastic body and shine to even the most damaged coats and tails
- Wonderful for dandruff in manes, itchy tails or sunburned backs
- Eliminates the toughest dreadlocks and static in manes, tails and feathers
- Coat Release™ formula easily rinses out shedding coat from body
(up to 5:1 dilution)
Available sizes: 16 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

EQUINE ULTRA VITALIZING MIST® Detangler and Leave-In Conditioner
- Water-based detangler provides awesome shine leaving manes and tails easy to comb
- Alcohol free, non-greasy and fabric safe
- Will not cause saddle slip or leave a waxy feel
- Repels dirt and reduces static so your horses stay clean longer
- Great for dandruff or itchy tails
- Recommended for use on a dry coat before brushing, after bathing or for show prep
(Ready to use)
Available sizes: 16 oz., 32 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon

Enjoy nature uninterrupted with our natural bug spray!
Natural Bug Spray
- Safe, non-sticky and works on horses, dogs and you!
- Discourages more than flies – mosquitoes, chiggers, gnats, and other annoying insects will leave you alone
- Safe to wipe on face and because there are no pesticides, you can reapply even on udders without concern
- Safe to apply on your dog even if he/she is on Frontline®
- Fabric safe and pleasant on the skin, so it is perfect for trail rides
(Ready to use)
Available sizes: 4 oz., 16 oz., 32 oz., gallon and 2.5 gallon
Fight Influenza and Coronavirus

256 Disinfectant

Kills viruses, bacteria, fungi, mold and mildew as it cleans, disinfects & deodorizes in one labor-saving step!

Qualified for use against SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19

Safe for Use Throughout Pet Retail Establishments, Grooming Salons, Animal Holding Areas, Veterinarian Clinics, including Food Prep Areas

- Also kills parvo, H1N1, H3N2, MRSA and more
- Cleans & Disinfects floors, crates & cages, tabletops, walls, etc.
- Non-corrosive formula disinfects combs, scissors, clipper blades, nail trimmers, tweezers and other tools
- No-rinse formula will not leave unsightly floor residue
- Can be used in auto floor scrubbers or with mechanical spray devices on any non-porous surface
- Deodorizes carpet and litter boxes

Provides area control of SARS-CoV-2 (the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19), staph, salmonella, E. coli, Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, bordetellabronchiseptica, canine distemper, canine influenza, feline picornavirus, infectious bovine rhinotracheitis, rabies, pseudorabies, streptococcus, canine parovirus!

Only 1/2 oz. per gallon of water = 1 tablespoon (1:256 dilution)
Just 2/3 teaspoon makes a quart of spray solution
Mix 2 oz. per gallon of water = 1/4 cup (1.64 dilution) for Canine Parovirus

Choose from LEMON, WINTERGREEN, FRESH, LAVENDER
Available in gallon size containers

Don’t let Bacteria or Contamination take over your business!
Our mission is to excite pet parents and animal professionals with continued advancements in grooming technology.

Where We Stand On Ingredients

We respect your personal ingredient preferences and right to choose safe trustworthy products. As a result, ingredients are conveniently disclosed on our website located within each product's description page.

We select from a proven mix of ingredients including natural, organic, and cosmetically engineered. Each is sourced from sustainable earth-derived, botanical, or mineral origins. These include state-of-the-art surfactants and advanced silicone technology working in unison with relevant extracts and proteins.

All of our shampoo and conditioners are safe for animals and humans. Each one is individually pH balanced for their specific task.

We stand behind our ingredients, which are backed by credible science, research and historic fact. If you have a concern or technical question, please reach out to us.

Support

We believe our relationship with you begins at the point of initial contact. The secret to your success and ours is the body of knowledge offered through our company's ongoing product development, customer service, and support.

Guarantee

We are so certain that our products will exceed your expectations, we back them with a 100% money back guarantee!